Abstract-For the 3D reconstruction inside historic buildings, we need a marker-free automatic registration approach to align different views together, because GPS does not work indoors and markers are not allowed to paste on the walls. This paper presents an automatic matching process, which employs a novel algorithm, Dynamic Matching Tree technique, for a fast and stable coarse-matching to achieve the automatic pre-alignment of two point clouds and uses modified ICP to do a fine matching efficiently.
INTRODUCTION
Matching of multiple views is often addressed in 3D-model generation and is normally a two-stage process consisting of a coarse and a fine matching stage. Coarse matching, that is the pre-alignment of the surfaces for the complex forms, which can be positioned far away from each other in 3D space, is a difficult problem to solve. Fine matching on the other hand can be performed accurately using either the ICP (iterative closest point) [1] method or the least square surface matching [2] method. Nevertheless, ICP involves an iterative solution which consumes much computing time, and it requires models with a considerable degree of overlap at the starting position. This is because it treats the closest point in the other model as the corresponding point and updates the corresponding relationship in each iterative step. If the models have insufficient overlap, ICP will converge to a false result. Consequently, a good coarse matching is a precondition for a successful ICP.
Fully automatic matching of multiple range images is an hard problem for the reconstruction of historic buildings. Because of the demand of high resolution, the processing time of each scan is quite long. Therefore the relative distance between the scans is usually large. Additionally, many different objects appear in views. Due to these difficulties, the existing matching techniques are insufficient for automatic matching of such scans for building reconstruction. Therefore, in industry, the typical solution to this problem is using artificial markers or involving a manually interactive pre-aligning to solve the coarse matching problem.
We solve this problem by combine dynamic programming with "matching tree" structure [3] to pre-align two scans fast and automatically and uses a modified ICP to do fine-matching with a high accuracy.
Experiments have been performed by reconstructing various historic buildings in Bavaria, Germany, e.g. the Neuschwanstein Castle, the church in Seefeld and the church in Wies, etc. All of the scan data are acquired with the advanced laser scanner of the high tech company Zoller & Froehlich.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, previous work is briefly summarized. Then, section 3, describes the details of the automatic matching process, which is divided into three stages: preprocessing, 2-view matching and N-view matching. After this, experimental results are shown in section 4. For the more, the possible improvements in the future are addressed in section 5. Finally, the related acknowledgement is announced in the end section.
II. RELATED WORK
Automatic Matching without an additional tracking system has always been a hot topic in the 3D modelling field. The research can be categorized into: coarse matching and fine matching, two views matching and multiple matching.
Coarse matching, namely pre-aligning, is usually the precondition of fine matching. For single-object views, man normally utilizes "principal axis transformation" [4] . For multiobject views, the objects' global registration problem must be solved. A possible technique is skeleton based matching [5] , which encodes the geometrical and topological information in form of a skeletal. However, the construction of skeleton is sophisticated. "Matching Tree" [3] is a relative simple and effective structure to solve the global maximum matching in 3D space based on local m:n corresponding relationships. It provides a solution in a closed form with polynomial runtime, while the original solution based on interpretation tree is theoretical NP-complete. To reduce the searching space, Rabbini and Heuvel [6] used constrained search for finding correspondent objects. Kang and Zlatanova [7] used corner detector to extract feature points from reflectivity images of scans and by constructing a triangle mesh to reduce the search space.
Fine matching is a fairly adult field in science. The most robust and frequently used method is ICP (Iterative Closes Point) [1] and numerous variants of it: ICCP (Iterative Closest Compatible Point) [8] , ICPIF (Iterative Closest Points using Invariant Features) [9] etc. The basic idea of ICP is treating the nearest point in the other view as correspondent point. SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) is used to deduce the transformation-matrix during iterative steps to align the views to each other. The nearest point can in distance field (original ICP), or in diverse feature field (ICPIF), and by weighted correspondent pair or by reducing the search space (ICCP) to accelerate the convergence. The limit of these ICPs is that they only reach local minima. That is, if most of the nearest points just lie in the false direction of the true correspondent points, they will converge to a false result. This problem can be solved by a reasonable pre-alignment.
Adaptive least square matching [2] is an effective method for matching of 3D surface patches. However, for multi-object scenes, it needs an initial approximation.
Multi-view matching can be solved either incrementally or simultaneously. The interested reader is referred to the article of Cunnington and Stoddart [10] , who gave a comparison of three n-view point set registration algorithms.
III. MAIN METHOD
In this section, the proposed method is described in detail. The whole process can be divided into three steps:
• Preprocessing
• 2-View matching
• N-View matching
A. Preprocessing
In this stage, we do a segmentation of each point cloud firstly. And then we use a form-descriptor to generate corresponding segment-pairs.
By the characteristics of the surfaces, the model in one view is segmented into diverse objects. Here, the difference between normal vectors between adjacent points is treated as segmenting criteria. If the difference between the normal vectors of point p and q is fairly large, then the boundary between two objects will be set through here (See Fig. 1 ). The estimation of the normal vector is done by least squares fitting of a tangent plane through the point neighborhood. For the 2.5 D range image, the information from the points can be stored in a matrix, so the access time to the neighborhood is O(1).
The whole matrix will be treated as a graph. Each point in the matrix is like the vertex of the graph, and an edge is constructed if the adjacent points fit the segmenting criteria. By BFS (breadth first search), the whole graph is segmented. The runtime of BFS is O(m + n), in which m is the number of the edges and n is the number of the vertices. Because the edges exist only between adjacent points, the maximal number of edges on a vertex is 8. So the runtime of segmentation is linear, i.e. O(n).
We define a form-descriptor as a two-attribute vector consisting of the sinus value of the angle between the normal vectors and the radius of the surface curvature, and then we generate a list of correspondent segment-pairs with a certain tolerance according to the form-descriptor.
B. 2-View matching
This is a coarse to fine matching process, which consists of two steps: the first is coarse matching, which solves the prealignment problem automatically; and the second is fine matching, which aligns two views accurately.
1) Coarse matching
A novel algorithm "Dynamic Matching Tree (DMT)" will be used in this stage. DMT applies the dynamic programming technique to "Matching Tree (MT)" structure. The original implementation of MT had a runtime complexity of O(n 4 ), where n is the number of corresponding pairs [3] . By use of dynamic programming, DMT reduces the complexity to O(IJI), where I and J are the numbers of feature-objects in two models. It is equivalent to Θ(n 3/2 ).
Matching Tree is designed for 3D global registration out of local correspondent relationships. Every node contains a corresponding pair, which can be valid or invalid. The root contains three non-collinear self-validated nodes. Matching Tree is a tree, and it can be treated as a bipartite matching if we delete its edges, split every tree-node to two object-nodes and add an edge between corresponding object-pair in each valid tree-node (See Fig. 2 ). Validation of the none-root-nodes is through comparing the directed relative distances to the root-nodes (See Fig. 3) . That means, we need not only to compare the distances from the corresponding pair in this node to the corresponding pairs in the three root-nodes, but also the position of them, because one object-node can be above or under the root-plane with the same distances to the three root-nodes. As showed in Fig. 3, (p, p" ) is a mirror-pair, which cannot be matched by pure translation and rotation. And (p, p') is the right corresponding pair. We can check it by comparing the direction of the normal vector formed by the three root-nodes with the direction from the center of the root-nodes (O, O') to the node (p, p'). If we assign a matching weight to each node, the goal is to get a matching tree with maximal weight. The basic form to solve the sub-problem of dynamic programming is: Then we make a  table and file the table from left to right, top to down.   TABLE I.  TABLE OF DYNAMIC MATCHING TREE 
Otherwise, we get the equation (3).
A "split-tree" action is involved, if the correspondent pair (X i , Y j ) is rejected by the root of M i-1,j-1 . And M' i-1,j-1 is the split part from M i-1,j-1 , which forms a new matching tree with the node (X i , Y j ).
In fact, if a node is rejected by the root, it will not be accepted by any three none-collinear valid tree-nodes. Because, this these there none-collinear valid tree-nodes form another valid root of this matching tree.
To control the split-tree function in linear time O(I) or O(J), we do a linearity test before the creation of DMT- Table. That means: for each view, we find all 3er-lines and make a pointer from one point to each 3er-line through it. "3er-line" means, there are more than 2 points on this line. Obviously, every point has maximal (I/2 -1) 3er-lines through it, if there are totally I points in one view. This test has a runtime complexity of O(I 3 ), which is equivalent to Θ(n 3/2 ).
And we do a split-node action, if the node P(X i , Y j ) is accepted by the root of tree M i-1,j-1 after validation and two nodes on a 3er-line of P are already in tree M i-1,j-1 . That mean, by adding an accepted node P(X i , Y j ), we do the following:
The above split-node action has runtime complexity of O(I), and it guarantees that there are no three tree-nodes in the 1-4244-1212-9/07/$25.00 ©2007 IEEE.matching tree collinear. So, we can say, if a node is rejected by the root, then it will be not accepted by any three tree-nodes in this matching tree. And out of the corresponding pairs in maximum matching tree M I,J , we use the SVD method to calculation the transformation between two views [3] .
2) Fine matching
As the correct corresponding relationships between segments are fund after the coarse matching, we can generate an arbitrary number of control-point-pairs by projecting the sampling points of one segment to its correspondent segment. And by the use of iterative actions, the result will be refined.
C. N-View matching
After the fine two-view matching, all the scans are in a common coordinate system of. So we can generate the corresponding point pairs of the multiple views, and make a bundle adjustment to homogenize the whole point clouds.
IV. EXPERIMETS AND RESULTS
We have verified our method by the reconstruction of various historical buildings and industrial objects. Because of the limit of pages, only two examples are showed below. By changing the number of root-nodes, Matching Tree can be adapted for registration in n dimensional space.
